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From a distinctive, inimitable voice, a wickedly funny and fascinating romp through the strange
and often contradictory history of Western parenting Why do we read our kids fairy tales about
homicidal stepparents? How did helicopter parenting develop if it used to be perfectly socially
acceptable to abandon your children? Why do we encourage our babies to crawl if crawling
won’t help them learn to walk? These are just some of the questions that came to Jennifer
Traig when—exhausted, frazzled, and at sea after the birth of her two children—she began to
interrogate the traditional parenting advice she’d been conditioned to accept at face value.
The result is Act Natural, hilarious and deft dissection of the history of Western parenting,
written with the signature biting wit and deep insights Traig has become known for. Moving
from ancient Rome to Puritan New England to the Dr. Spock craze of mid-century America,
Traig cheerfully explores historic and present-day parenting techniques ranging from the
misguided, to the nonsensical, to the truly horrifying. Be it childbirth, breastfeeding, or the ways
in which we teach children how to sleep, walk, eat, and talk, she leaves no stone unturned in
her quest for answers: Have our techniques actually evolved into something better? Or are we
still just scrambling in the dark?
With its streamlined shapes and forward-looking approach, the Art Deco style still looks
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modern today. In the 1920s and 1930s, designers and craftsmen made innovative use of both
natural and man-made materials to produce elegant pieces that broke with tradition and
celebrated the future. In this beautifully illustrated guide, antiques expert Judith Miller explores
the key makers and pieces of the movement, explaining what to look for as a collector. The
book explores all the key collecting areas, with chapters on furniture, glass, ceramics,
sculpture, metalwork, silver and plastics, prints and posters, rugs and textiles. With clear price
codes and biographies of key makers and designers, the book also contains "A Closer Look"
and "Good, Better, Best, Masterpiece" features comparing ranges of items from makers and
factories.
The 6th edition of this numismatic classic offers much more than previous editions, not only in
terms of the number of varieties recorded but also in terms of the way in which the data has
been recorded and presented. It has been completely renumbered to do away with the
confusing letter suffixes used in previous editions, and is now arranged by monarch rather than
denomination; all new numbers are cross-referenced to the previous edition.
Published in the UK in 1995. Arising from a project by the Quilters'' Guild in Britain to create a
national index of quilts, this study records many different styles and traditions of quilt, and
quilts with special associations. Discusses people involved in quilt making, and also topics
such as patterns, applique, embellishment and embroidery, reading a quilt, and imported quilts.
Includes over 170 colour illustrations and an index.
Compiled, written and researched by popular Coin and Banknote Magazine contributor, Ian
McConnelly, this book is a 'must have' for all Australian Pre-Decimal variety collectors. This is
the new 3rd edition.
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This comprehensive guide to Australian Coin & Banknote Values contains thousands of
photographs, and countless thousands of valuations. This book is a must for all Australian coin
and banknote collectors, whether you are just beginning or an advanced collector.Latest
information compiled using weighted averages where possible to ensure accuracy of pricing.
Quality reproduction of photos makes it easy to identify items. Plus NEW Royal Australian
Mint, Perth Mint & Australia Post numismatic products.The ultimate guide to Australian
Numismatics

This guide to collecting great stuff from the grooviest decade is a must-have.
CARTER'S PRICE GUIDE TO ANTIQUES IN AUSTRALASIA 2010 Edition. The Official
ABC Price Guide to Antiques. For 26 years (ince the 1985 edition) the original
CARTER'S Price Guide to Antiques has been your essential and trusted price guide to
pre-1950 antiques and collectables in Australian and New Zealand. It has been the
offical ABC Price Guide to Antiques since the 2008 edition. A high quality publication
that will give hours of browsing pleasure and an ideal Christmas gift. Price still just
$125.00 within Australia, $NZ145.00 to New Zealand. Prices include free delivery.
Publication date - September 2009.
The leading guide for Australian coin and banknote values. Covers 1800-2021.Edited
by Michael Pitt.This comprehensive guide to Australian Coin & Banknote Values
contains over 3,850 images and countless thousands of valuations. This book is a must
for all collectors, whether you are just beginning or an advanced collector. Latest
information compiled using weighted averages where possible to ensure the accuracy
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of pricing. Quality reproduction of photos makes it easy to identify items. Covered are
copper, silver, gold, nickel and alloy coins and notes used in Australia from 1800 to
2021. Subjects include PreDecimal and Decimal currency, as well as privately issued
banknotes, war issues, and privately issued tokens. Also included are latest Royal
Australian Mint, Perth Mint & Australia Post Numismatic Covers.
This comprehensive guide to Australian Stamps contains over 3,000 colour
photographs and thousands of valuations. This book is a must for all collectors; whether
you are just beginning or are an advanced collector. For the first time for Renniks this
new edition will also include Australian State stamp issues from 1855-1901. Naturally
all the issues from 1913-2008 are included. Quality reproduction of photos makes it
easy to identit6y items. Also includes the issues from The Australian Antarctic Territory.
This comprehensive guide to Australian Coins & Banknote Values contains over 2800
photographs, and thousand of valuations. Latest information compiled on computer
databases ensures up to date accuracy of pricing. Quality reproduction of photos
makes it easy to identify items. Softcover.
This comprehensive guide to Australian Coin & Banknote Values contains over 1,800
photographs, and thousands of valuations. This book is a must for all collectors,
whether you are just a beginning or an advanced collector. Latest information compiled
on computer database ensures up to date accuracy of pricing. Quality reproduction of
photos makes it easy to identify items.
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This comprehensive guide to Australian coin & bank note values contains over
2,400 photographs and countless valuations. This book is a must for all
collectors, whether you are just beginning or an advanced collector. The latest
information compiled on computers ensures up to date accuracy of pricing.
Quality reproduction photos make it easy to identify items.
This comprehensive guide to Australian Coins & Banknote Values contains over
2800 photographs, and thousand of valuations. Latest information compiled on
computer databases ensures up to date accuracy of pricing. Quality reproduction
of photos makes it easy to identify items.
This comprehensive guide to Australian Coin & Banknote Values contains over
2,800 photographs, and countless thousands of valuations. This book is a must
for all collectors, whether you are just beginning or an advanced collector. Latest
information complied using weighted averages where possible to ensure
accuracy of pricing. Quality reproduction of photos makes it easy to identify
items. Plus NEW Royal Australian Mint, Perth Mint & Australian Post numismatic
products.
"Miller's Antiques Price Guide has long been the market leader, offering not just
prices but informed tips... Miller's is arguably the only price guide you will ever
need." Antiques Magazine Miller's Antiques Handbook & Price Guide remains the
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essential and trusted guide to the antiques market. It has earned the reputation of
being the book no dealer, collector or auctioneer should be without. It is compiled
by Judith Miller, world-renowned antiques expert and co-founder of the book,
who selects the guide's 8000-plus featured antiques.
COINS, BANKNOTES, MEDALS, SEALS, NUMISMATICS. This comprehensive
guide to Australian Coins & Banknote Values contains over 1800 photographs,
and thousand of valuations. This book is a must for all collectors, whether you
are an advanced collector or a beginner. Latest information compiled on
computer databases ensures up to date accuracy of pricing.
Renniks Australian Coin and Banknote Values 31st EdThe Leading Guide for
Australian Coin and Banknote Values. 1800-2021
Compiled, written & researched by popular Coin & Banknote Magazine contributor, Ian
McConnelly, this book is a "must have" for all Australian error coin collectors.
Celebrating the history and art of Australian coinage for the first time, Inside the Vault uncovers
the fascinating story of the nation's currency. Bestselling author Peter Rees traces significant
events - the Rum Rebellion, the gold rushes of the 19th century, the opening of the Royal
Australian Mint, the introduction of decimal currency in 1966 - and their effect on Australia's
coinage. Lavishly illustrated, Inside the Vault includes never-before-seen design sketches and
images of key Australian coins along with stunning images of important events and people in
the history of Australian coinage.
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This comprehensive guide to Australian Coins & Banknote Values contains over 1800
photographs, and thousand of valuations. This book is a must for all collectors, whether you
are an advanced collector or a beginner. Latest information compiled on computer databases
ensures up to date accuracy of pricing. Quality reproduction of photos makes it ......
This comprehensive guide to Australian Coins & Banknote Values contains over 1800
photographs, and thousand of valuations. This book is a must for all collectors, whether you
are an advanced collector or a beginner. Latest information compiled on computer databases
ensures up to date accuracy of pricing. Quality reproduction of photos makes it easy to identify
items this hard cover edition has a limited print run. **SPECIAL OFFER: WHEN YOU
PURCHASE A HARDCOVER RENNIKS AUST COIN & BANKNOTE VALUES BOOK 24TH
ED. RECEIVE 1 X RENNIKS AUSTRALIAN CIRCULATED CURRENCY VALUES BOOK
FREE** (valued $30.00)
Miller's Antiques Handbook & Price Guide remains the essential and trusted guide to the
antiques market. It has earned the reputation of being the book no dealer, collector or
auctioneer should be without. Compiled by Judith Miller, world-renowned antiques expert and
co-founder of the book, the guide features more than 8,000 antiques. Comprehensive sections
cover ceramics, furniture, glass, silver and metalwares, jewellery and objets de vertu, clocks
and watches, books, Oriental antiques, textiles, toys, decorative arts and Modern Classics.
Special features explain why one piece is worth more than another, show how to value an item
and teach you to be your own valuer. Biographies of designers and factories give the
background information you need to help date and value objects, while special 'Judith Picks'
sections give fascinating background and valuation details for particularly interesting or
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unusual objects.
The updated and expanded ultimate guide to the minifigures of the LEGO® Star Wars® galaxy
DK's LEGO®Star Wars® Character Encyclopedia: Updated and Expanded now includes many
more new LEGOStar Wars minifigures! Discover incredible LEGO Star Wars facts, such as
which minifigure is the rarest and which can be found in the most LEGO sets. This updated
and expanded edition contains 72 additional pages of new minifigures and includes an
exclusive minifigure to add to your collection. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob
configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2015 The LEGO
Group. Produced by DK Publishing under license from the LEGO Group. © & TM 2015
LUCASFILM LTD

This is the first book on this fascinating subject since Albert Frey wrote The Dated
European Coinage Prior to 1501 in 1915. Levinson approaches the subject both
differently and more thoroughly than Frey. The book focuses on the eight distinct
regions in which coins were issued: Germany, Southern Netherlands, Northern
Netherlands, Habsburg lands, Switzerland, Scandinavia, Italy, France and organizes
the known pre-1501 Anno Domini dated coins chronologically within each region. For
the first time, there is for each of the nearly 1200 coins listed (twice as many as in the
Frey work), the full legends, descriptions, ruler names, references, weights and rarity.
There are nearly 1000 photographs and line drawings, an extraordinary undertaking
given the extreme rarity of the majority of the coins. The book is in four parts: the first is
a lengthy history of early dated coinage, including discussions of the types, metallurgy,
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classifications, etc. The second part is the 173 page catalogue of coinage, divided into
the eight regions. The third part is a listing, again by region, of all the states issuing
early dated coinage, with a history of each states coinage and a cross-reference to all
the coins listed in the catalogue. The fourth part contains eight appendices with
alphabetical listings, translations of legends, a photographic glossary of coin types, a
listing of early dated coinage using Islamic script, and other useful information. Along
with the book, at no additional charge, is a loose-leaf price guide.
Renniks Stamps of Australia 17th Edition is Australia's best selling philatelic guide.This
comprehensive guide to Australian stamps, now in its 17th edition, covers issues all the
way up to 31/12/2020. With 320 pages, 3,800 images and countless thousands of
valuations, this book is a valuable reference for both the experienced collector and
casual browser.This edition has been fully revised, and now includes values for both
gummed and self-adhesive stamps. New catalogue numbers are used to allow for
variations, as well as new suffixes to differentiate the type of stamp in the catalogue.
The book includes a comprehensive table with description of suffixes in the
book.Contains Postage Stamps in Australia Watermarks, Perforations Colonial Stamps
of Australia New South Wales Colonial Stamps Queensland Colonial Stamps South
Australia Colonial Stamps Tasmania Colonial Stamps Victoria Colonial Stamps
Western Australia Colonial Stamps Australian Predecimal Stamps 1913-1936 Kangaroo
and King George V Series (includes varieties & OS Official Stamps) Australian
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Predecimal Stamps 1914-1966 British Commonwealth Occupation Force Australian
Decimal Stamps 1966 to 31/12/2020 Frama Vending Machine Labels Australian
Antarctic Territory 1957 to 31/12/2020 Norfolk Island 2017 to 31/12/2020 Philatelic
Numismatic Covers This publication is a concise catalogue showing current values, at
the date of publication, Australian and Australian Antarctic Territory postage stamps.
General information on each issue is given but not specialised details - perforations,
watermarks, method of printing etc.
This brand new comprehensive guide - the first of its kind on English gold coinage covers every type of English gold coin and includes many new varieties, along with
current prices. The arrangement is by monarch, with accompanying Bull reference
numbers cross-referenced to the Standard Catalogue of British Coins.The section on
Provenances lists the instances of illustrations of coins and where they have appeared,
potentially proving the existence of many rare examples or those only rumoured to
exist. Rarity of the coins has also been looked at in light of current evidence.English
Gold Coinage is a record of the major and many minor recognised types and dievarieties of English gold coins. This indispensible guide is truly the essential handbook
for any collector of English gold coinage.
The leading guide for Australian coin and banknote values. Covers 1800-2020.Edited
by Michael PittThis comprehensive guide to Australian Coin & Banknote Values
contains over 3,850 images and countless thousands of valuations. This book is a must
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for all collectors, whether you are just beginning or an advanced collector. Latest
information compiled using weighted averages where possible to ensure the accuracy
of pricing. Quality reproduction of photos makes it easy to identify items. Covered are
copper, silver, gold, nickel and alloy coins and notes used in Australia from 1800 to
2020. Subjects include PreDecimal and Decimal currency, as well as privately issued
banknotes, war issues, and privately issued tokens. Also included are latest Royal
Australian Mint, Perth Mint & Australia Post Numismatic Covers.
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